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0e triaxial cyclic loading and unloading test was carried out on a TAW-2000 rock mechanics to study the permeability
characteristics of deep-buried sandstone. 0is paper analyzed the evolution laws of permeability, elastic modulus, rock damage,
dissipated energy, and acoustic emission events of sandstone under different confining pressures. It also introduced the concept of
relative strain and further discussed the relationship between relative strain and permeability. 0e test results showed that the
permeability of sandstone under cyclic loading and unloading obviously experienced three stages. At a low strain level, the damage
degree of sandstone was low. As a result, both the number of acoustic emission events and the proportion of the dissipated energy
density were small. In this stage, with increasing the stress, the permeability decreased. With the increase of the relative strain, the
propagation of fissure increased through rock interior and the damage of rock was accumulated. Consequently, the number of
acoustic emission events grew slowly, and the proportion of dissipated energy density and the damage variable (D) increased
gradually. In this stage, the permeability increases. As the axial strain reached the peak strain, the fissures developed into cracks
and the rock failure happened. 0e number of acoustic emission events increased rapidly; both the proportion of the dissipated
energy density and the damage variable (D) obtain the maximum value. In this stage, the permeability increased greatly. In this
study, the point of fissure propagation of rock specimens was used as the point of demarcation. Before the fissures propagated, the
permeability increased slowly and it was in accordance with a linear function. After the fissures propagated, the degree of rock
damage increased, and the permeability increased in the form of an exponential function. 0e larger the confining pressure was,
the smaller the relative strain corresponding to the point of fissure propagation was.

1. Introduction

China is rich in coal resources with the characteristics of the
various covered depth of the coal seams. Along with the
exhausting shallow resources, the mining depth is increasing
with an average rate of 8–25m per year [1, 2]. Deep mining
has already become a trend in the coal industry. Under the
high-stress condition, the mechanical characteristics of the
coal and rock mass in the deep Earth are easily affected by
underground engineering. With groundwater under high
pressure, water inrush from rock formations is a serious
potential risk during mining activities [3–8].

Deep mining causes the adjustment of the stress state of
the coal and rock mass, which further leads to the change of

their mechanical properties. 0e cyclic loading and
unloading test is an effective method to understand the
permeability evolution of the coal and rock mass under
confining pressure. Many scholars have studied the hy-
draulic and mechanical properties of the coal and rock mass.
For example, according to the seepage properties of sedi-
mentary rocks in the stress-strain process, Peng et al. [9]
summarized the relation curve between strain and perme-
ability of rocks. With the permeability and mechanics
characteristics test studying on sandstone and granite, Wang
et al. [10] studied the evolution law of permeability with
confining pressure, seepage pressure, and volumetric strain
and established the relation between rock permeability and
strain. Kong et al. [11] analyzed the relationship between
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permeability and porosity under cyclic loading, based on the
experimental study on the gas permeability of sandstone
under cyclic loading and unloading. Chen et al. [12] studied
the permeability and nonlinear damage characteristics of
rock under triaxial load based on RFPA software. Yang et al.
[13] designed an experiment on the permeability evolution
of coal and rock mass under cyclic seepage pressure and
discovered the evolutionary characteristics of permeability
of coal and rock mass and its relationship with seepage
pressure. Generally speaking, previous studies mostly fo-
cused on the loading path of rock permeability and its
mechanics characteristics.

Deformation and failure of coal and rock mass are
damage processes, accompanied by the accumulation,
evolution, and dissipation of energy. Peng et al. [14] analyzed
the energy mechanism of the evolutionary process of
damage of coal and rock mass under various confining
pressures and concluded that the energy dissipation of
damage increases with the increase of cyclic stress. Meng
et al. [15] conducted experimental research on the energy
evolution laws of sandstone with different loading rates
under uniaxial cyclic loading and unloading. Li et al. [16]
studied the energy evolutionary characteristics of granite
under different loading and unloading paths and indicated
that the ratio of dissipative energy can be used for describing
the degree of rock deformation and failure. Li et al. [17]
studied the permeability and acoustic emission character-
istics of coal under different stress paths and found that the
cumulative dissipated energy of coal increases exponentially
with the axial effective stress. Cai et al. [18] studied the
relationship between acoustic emission b-value character-
istics and rock damage. Based on the study of the perme-
ability evolution law of the damage of coal and rock mass,
Zou et al. [19] obtained the relationship between damage
characteristics and permeability of granite through the
compression test. Zhao et al. [20] used acoustic emission
(AE) to obtain the damage and permeability evolution
characteristics of rock under stress. Wang et al. [21] con-
ducted cyclic loading and unloading tests on deep coal and
rock masses under confining pressure obtained the per-
meability of coal and rock mass and established its rela-
tionship with various mechanical properties of coal and rock
mass.

Previous tests, in most cases, mainly focused on the
shallow coal and rock mass under cyclic loading and
unloading. 0ere is a lack of analysis of permeability
characteristics of coal and rock mass with multiparameters
in the deep.0e coal stratum in the deep coal mine is mainly
sandstone. 0erefore, taking into account the strong dis-
turbance caused by mining activities, this paper will study
the permeability of deep rocks under different confining
pressures through the permeability test of cyclic loading and
unloading.

2. Characteristics of Specimens and
Test Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation. 0e testing object is the sandstone
collected from 7302 working face of Baodian Coal Mine

(Shandong Province, China)) at a depth of 700m. 0e
vertical bedding direction is densely drilled and sampled.
Before selecting the specimens having similar wave speeds
and having no large fissures by NM-4B sonic apparatus, all
intact cylinder specimens were cored from the same block of
sandstone material to a diameter of 50mm and a length of
100mm, in accordance with the suggestion by ISRM. 0e
main mineral compositions of the sandstone are quartz and
clay minerals, including quartz (52%), ankerite (10%), clay
minerals (31%) such as illite and kaolinite, and with minor
quantities of plagioclase and Siderite. Water was used as the
infiltrationmedium, and the osmotic pressure difference was
3MPa. Before the test, the rock sample was saturated with
water through the vacuum immersion method.

2.2. Test Equipment and Method. TAW-2000 type testing
machine, as shown in Figure 1, was used for the triaxial
cyclic loading test. 0e test steps are as follows: (1) in the test
process, the confining pressure was firstly loaded to the
corresponding confining pressure state using a loading rate
of 0.01MPa/s, and the confining pressures were selected as
5MPa, 10MPa, and 15MPa, respectively. 0e constant
osmotic pressure was 3MPa; (2) the axial pressure was
controlled by displacement. 0e loading rate was 0.01mm/
min, and the permeability was determined by loading to the
initial predetermined value, which is 60% of the predicted
peak strength; (3) unloading to hydrostatic pressure at a rate
of 0.04mm/min to complete a cycle; (4) the upper limit
stress level of each cycle is increased by 10% of the peak stress
of triaxial compression under the same conditions of steps
(2) and (3) until the specimen was destroyed. It should be
noted that the peak compressive strength of sandstone under
confining pressure of 5MPa, 10MPa, and 15MPa were
85MPa, 150MPa, and 215MPa, respectively.

According to the traditional transient method, the
permeability can be calculated by the following equation[19]:

K � μβV
ln ΔPi/ΔPf 

2Δt A/Ls( 
, (1)

where K is permeability (m·s−1); μ represents the viscosity of
water (0.001 Pa s); β represents compression coefficient of
water (4.53×10−10 Pa−1); V represents the volume of the
hydraulic chamber (m3); ΔPi and ΔPf represent initial and
final osmotic pressure difference (Pa), respectively; Δt is the
duration of measuring permeability; A and Ls represent the
cross-sectional area (m2) and height (m) of the sample.

0e acoustic emissions signals were captured and col-
lected synchronously during the triaxial test process. After
the acoustic emission sensor was coated with petrolatum, the
pressure was given by the clamping ring to make it closely
contacted with the outer wall of the triaxial chamber. 0e
threshold value of acoustic emission was set to 35 dB.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Permeability and Stress-Strain. 0e mechanical char-
acteristics of the rock specimens under triaxial compression
are shown in Figure 2. As we can see from Figure 2, there
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were 4 stages including the initial compression, elastic de-
formation, plastic yield, and to the post-peak failure state,
during the triaxial compression process. A positive corre-
lation can be found between the confining pressure and the
peak strength as well as the peak strain. 0e loading curve
deviated from the original loading curve after the specimen
was unloaded to zero and then loaded again. During the
compaction process, the axial deformation of the rock was
slow. After the peak stress occurred and the rock underwent
the failure stage and the axial strains increased sharply and
obviously. 0is phenomenon indicates that the deep rocks
have characteristics of brittleness which makes the rocks still
have residual strength in some degree even after failure.

In order to study the deformation characteristics of the
sandstone under cyclic loading and unloading, the evolution
of the elastic modulus of the specimen has been recorded.
0is paper uses the unloading secant modulus to charac-
terize the elastic modulus. Figure 3 shows the rock under

loading and unloading displays compaction before it enters
the yield failure, and with the increase of stress, the elastic
modulus of the rock increases first and then decreases.
Meanwhile, the elastic modulus is positively associated with
confining pressure.

0e elastic modulus of the rock continuously changes
with stress and strain. 0e damage variable can be written as
follows and can be used to describe the damage degree of the
rock under loading and unloading [22].

D � 1 −
Ei

E0
,

εη �
εi

εt

,

(2)

where D is the damage variable; Ei is the unloading rigidity;
E0 is the initial elastic modulus of the rock, which is also
known as the undamaged modulus. εn is the relative strain,
the dimensionless parameters; εi and εt are unloading strain
and peak strain, respectively. 0e positive and negative
values of D indicate fracture damage and density damage,
respectively.

Figure 4 demonstrates the damage variable (D) and the
evolution law of the permeability. 0e horizontal axis rep-
resents the relative strain, the ratio of corresponding strain
to peak strain. 0e test indicates that with the increase of the
relative strain, the permeability of sandstone decreases first
and then increases, and there is a correlation between the
permeability and damage variable (D). Before the rock
deformation gets in the plastic zone, the rock is in the
compaction stage (a negative value of D), and the perme-
ability decreases. In contrast, after the rock deformation goes
into the plastic zone, the rock gets in the stage of expansion
(a positive value ofD), and the permeability increases. When
the peak pressure is interrupted, the fissures of the specimen
are expanded and the permeability increases rapidly. 0e
permeability at the state of hydrostatic pressure under
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Figure 2: Stress-strain curves of rock samples under different
confining pressures.
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Figure 1: TAW-2000 rock mechanics testing system.
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unloading is always higher than the permeability at the state
of peak stress. According to the relationship between the
damage variable (D) and permeability and relative strain, the
permeability of rocks under low confining pressure increases
at a strain level of about 0.8, and the permeability of rocks
under high confining pressure changes at a strain level of
0.45, indicating that the increase in confining pressure will
reduce the strain level of rocks to get in the yield stage.

3.2. Permeability and Energy Characteristics. When the rock
specimen is loaded under triaxial cyclic loads, the test system
transfers mechanical energy to the specimen, a proportion of
which is converted into elastic energy that is stored in the
specimen and can be released entirely under unloading. 0e
rest of the energy is consumed when the plastic deformation
and the damage occur in the rock specimen, and it is ir-
reversible. As the energy is consumed in the cyclic loading

test and the dissipated energy of the rock specimen is ir-
reversible, the hysteretic loop can be seen from the stress-
strain curve [23]. 0e area under the unloading stress-strain
curve is the elastic energy density (Ue), and the area of the
hysteresis loop in the loading-unloading stress-strain curve
is the dissipated energy density (Ud).

U
e

� 
ε′

ε″
σ1dε1,

U
d

� 
ε′

0
σ1dε1 − 

ε′

ε″
σ1dε1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where ε′ and ε″ are the initial strain under unloading and the
strain of hydrostatic pressure after unloading, respectively.

Based on the energy statistics resulted from different
confining pressures given by the cyclic loading and
unloading test, with the increase of the relative strain, the
elastic energy and dissipated energy of the rock specimen
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Figure 4: Evolution of permeability with damage D under different confining pressure. (a) Confining pressures 5MPa. (b) Confining
pressures 10MPa. (c) Confining pressures 15MPa.
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increase before the peak value appears. Meanwhile, at the
plastic yield stage, the dissipated energy continuously in-
creases to the failure point where the peak value appears, and
after the rock failure happens, the elastic energy decreases
rapidly to a certain level which is considered as the residual
elastic energy. With the increase of the confining pressure,
the elastic strain energy of the specimen increases gradually
and the peak elastic energy, maximum storage energy, and
residual elastic energy all increase somewhat. However, the
dissipated energy does not increase significantly before the
rock failure happens.

0e dissipated energy of rock often reflects its damage
evolution, and the degree of the dissipated energy density is
related to the internal damage of rock. Using the dimen-
sionless parameter (kd), the proportion of dissipated energy
can be written as follows:

kd �
U

d

U
e

+ U
d

 
. (4)

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the change in
the proportion of dissipated energy density and the change
in the permeability of the specimen under cyclic loading and
unloading. From it, we can see (1) before the deformation of
the specimen goes into the yield stage, the relative strain is
low, the elastic characteristics are good, the dissipated energy
density is low, and with the increase of strain, the perme-
ability decreases. (2) when the strain goes into the field stage,
the proportion of dissipated energy density grows gradually,
the damage happens through rock interior, the main role of
stress at this stage is a fracture, and with the increase of
stress, the permeability increases slightly. (3) when the
specimen reaches the peak value, the proportion of the
dissipated energy density obtains the maximum value and
the permeability achieves the highest level. 0ere is a good
correlation between permeability and the proportion of
dissipated energy, indicating that, in the cyclic loading and
unloading test, the proportion of dissipated energy can be
used to predict the trend of change in permeability.

3.3. Permeability and Acoustic Emission Characteristics.
Acoustic emission is a phenomenon caused by partial
fracture of rock material and rapid release of energy in the
form of elastic waves. 0e signal that the acoustic emission
monitor captures and collects is the acoustic emission of
rocks [24]. 0e generation of acoustic emission is related to
the internal damage of the rock, and the cumulative acoustic
emission events reflect the accumulated damages of the
specimen under loading and unloading. 0erefore, acoustic
emission is important in evaluating the damage develop-
ment in rocks under loading, and acoustic emission signals
are monitored and used to associate different stages of crack
development with different stages of the mechanical pa-
rameter evolution. Comparative analysis of acoustic emis-
sion characteristics and permeability of the specimens can

indicate the evolutionary relationship between acoustic
emission and permeability. Figure 6 demonstrates the
evolution law of the permeability with the cumulative AE
events.

As can be seen from Figure 6,

(1) With the characteristics of high strength and strong
brittleness, at the low strain level, the degree of
damage of sandstone under cyclic loading and
unloading is low, the number of acoustic emission
events is small, and with the increase of stress, the
permeability decreases.

(2) As the strain is close to the yield stage, the number of
acoustic emission events increases rapidly under
loading, and the acoustic emission signal is less
under unloading, indicating that at the yield stage,
the plastic zone expands under loading and the
damage of rock is closure under unloading. When
the strain approaches the peak strain, the rock failure
happens; the number of acoustic emission events has
the highest increase amplitude, and relatively, the
permeability increases rapidly.

4. Discussion

Based on the experimental data from the cyclic loading and
unloading test on sandstone under different confining
pressures, this paper analyzed the evolutionary relationship
between permeability and relative strain, damage, energy
density characteristics, and acoustic emission characteristics.
0e research reveals that the evolution law of permeability of
the specimens under cyclic loads is roughly the same. Under
cyclic loading and unloading, the damage degree of rock
affects the permeability. In addition, damage coefficient,
energy density characteristics, and acoustic emission char-
acteristics can effectively describe the evolution of perme-
ability with rock damage. Moreover, with the increases in the
proportion of dissipated energy density, damage variable
(D), and the number of acoustic emission events, the per-
meability increases correspondingly. A case study from the
specimen under a confining pressure of 15MPa can sum-
marize the evolution law of permeability, as shown in
Figure 7.

(1) 2e First Stage. 0e sandstone specimens go into the
elastic compaction stage, the relative strain is low, the
degree of rock damage is low, the number of acoustic
emission events is small, the proportion of dissipated
energy density is small, and with the increase of
stress, the permeability decreases.

(2) 2e Second Stage. 0e sandstone specimens get into
the stage of fissure propagation, the relative strain
increases, the propagation of fissure increases
through rock interior, the damage of rock is accu-
mulated, the number of acoustic emission events
grows slowly, the proportion of dissipated energy
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density, as well as damage variable (D) increase
gradually, and with the increase of the relative strain,
the permeability increases.

(3) 2e 2ird Stage. 0e specimens go into the stage of
yield failure, the axial strain reaches the peak strain,
the fissures develop into cracks, the rock failure
happens, the number of acoustic emission events
increases rapidly, the proportion of the dissipated
energy density, as well as damage variable (D) obtain
the maximum value, and the permeability increases
greatly.

To sum up, during the compaction stage, the fissures do
not propagate and the evolution trend of permeability

decreases insignificantly; during the stage of fissure prop-
agation, the permeability increases slowly and steadily;
during the stage of yield failure, after the fissures develop
into cracks and even cause macroscopic failure, the per-
meability increases significantly. 0ere is a certain difference
in relative strains which is related to different stages under
different confining pressures. 0e permeability of rocks
under low confining pressure increases at a strain level of
about 0.8, and the permeability of rocks under high con-
fining pressure changes at a strain level of 0.45, indicating
that the increase in confining pressure will reduce the strain
level of rocks to get in the yield stage.

Based on the analysis mentioned above, the permeability
(P) is closely related to the relative strain. 0e relationship
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Figure 5: Evolution of permeability with energy under different confining pressures. (a) Confining pressures 5MPa. (b) Confining pressures
10MPa. (c) Confining pressures 15MPa.
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between permeability and the relative strain under a certain
confining pressure can be written as follows [25]:

P �
a + bεη, εη ≤ εk ,

me
n εη− c( 

, εη > εk ,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(5)

where a, b, m, and p are fitting parameters; n is the evolution
rate of permeability; εk is the relative strain of rock specimen
at the stage of fissure propagation.

In this paper, the point of fissure propagation of rock
specimens is used as the point of demarcation, and the
permeability and relative strain are fitted in sections. 0e
linear function is adopted before the fissures are propagated,
and the exponential function is applied after the fissures are
propagated. 0e fitting curve is shown in Figure 8. All the
fitting correlation coefficients are relatively high. 0erefore,
the composite function shown in equation (5) can be used to
simply describe the evolution law of permeability of the rock
specimens at the stress-strain stage. Before the fissures
propagated, the permeability decreases with the lowest rate
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Figure 6: Permeability-accumulative AE events-time curves. (a) Confining pressures 5MPa. (b) Confining pressures 10MPa. (c) Confining
pressures 15MPa.
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of evolution; however, after the rock specimens go into the
yield stage, the permeability increases with the highest rate of
evolution.

5. Conclusions

(1) In the process of cyclic loading and unloading, the
mechanical damage state of rock affects permeability.
0e damage coefficient, energy density characteristics,
and acoustic emission characteristics can effectively
characterize the evolution characteristics of damage and
permeability. 0e proportion of dissipated energy
density and damage D increase step by step, and the
number of acoustic emission events increases, so does
the permeability.

(2) In the process of rock cyclic loading and unloading, the
permeability shows three obvious stages: low relative
strain level stage, permeability decreases with the in-
crease of stress, the relative strain level increases, the
internal fracture of rock sample expands, the perme-
ability increases with the increase of relative strain level,
the axial strain reaches the peak strain, the fracture
expands into the crack, and the permeability increases
greatly.

(3) Taking the crack growth point of the rock sample as the
boundary point, the permeability decreases slowly in
the form of linear function before crack propagation
and increases in the form of exponential function after
fracture propagation; the greater the confining pressure
is, the smaller the relative strain level corresponding to
the fracture growth point is.
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